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to be built upon. Any action to change or recreate the past …or make amends for previous 
actions or inactions only weakens the foundation of yourself for today! 

8. Do not consider death and new beginnings or resurrection …and certainly not 
ascension above all personal selfhood, for regardless of what you may believe, death or 
loss of self …or even sacrifice of self in any form is a tremendous loss! Even a ritual or 
symbolic death and resurrection, for any reason, is a denial of who you genuinely are! 

9. Do not even dull or lessen your awareness of human life and experiences …and 
all you sense and visualize, …revel in that as yourself, …for truly it is! …but, from all 
of that, do you really know who you are? …awarefully and in realization, who are you? 
As an eternalbeing, who are you? As a sense and image, who are you? 

10. You are the awakened and enlivened presence inbodying your personalbeing who 
effectuates your body! You are a visionary! You are a keeper of access! You as an 
eternalbeing are your best friend and “soulmate” [Book 56] …and true companion! …you 
are your own inspiration! 

11. Are you ready to be everything you are? …separate and apart from your 
eternalself, do you have the life and empowerment you long for? …do you have the full 
self to be and live? …and be known by? …do you have the awareness and realization 
you desire? …and the hope that is true knowing? …do you even have access to all of 
this? 

12. Don’t just watch yourself performing, …get involved! Are you willing to let your 
eternalself be intimately with you? …well, your eternalself has been with you all along 
…waiting recognition and realization, but you kept your awareness and visions 
completely fixated on the issues in life you were creating and judging …and, like an 
unfaithful lover, you snubbed your eternalbeing, …does it seem wise or desirable to 
continue in these ways? 

13. There are matters of issue …and matters of no issue! …and matters of issue that 
are non-issues! …do you have the wisdom to know the difference? …or access to the 
wisdom to know the difference! 

14. When strangers ask, “Who are you? …and why have you come?” …it is for you 
to reply, “I am your answer! …I am your visionary! …and I have come to show you who 
you are!” …and be sure to tell them, “Problems and afflictions are not trials or tests, 
nor are they calling you or arousing you! …or punishing you! …for regardless of your 
difficulties, you always have the enriching fullness of you and your eternalself in 
communion to rely upon! …and to draw strength and awareness from!” 
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15. Your problems and afflictions are not teaching you or readying you! …for you 

will not be strengthened by enduring or overcoming difficulties …only by being content in 
the face of distress and adversities! …and in times of conflict and frustration! 

16. Are you willing to live in the expanded context and realization of yourself in 
communion? …and fulfill the promises you made? 

17. You do not develop, enrich, and unfold in meditation …but in being content! 
…therefore, stay awarefully and actively awake and content in communion …while 
keeping your mind expansively busy with daily affairs! You would be well-advised to 
experience the strength and clarity of being content …even in difficult situations! …so 
you can bring that enriching fullness to every event and aspect of your self and life 
today! 

18. Do not lose yourself in meditation! 
19. Many people have access-like experiences …but they are not, in that, living and 

lifeing access! …nor is access constantly and consistently available to them! …they have 
merely had a random experience of access! …which may or may not be repeated! …and, 
in that, doors are not opening and giving them access! …usually, this indicates they have 
had an experience of memories or emotions …or desires which could not be repeated! 
…true access is available whenever you effectuate your body. 

20. Previous experiences of access were revealed as you effectuated your body in the 
past! …for every now and then you knocked and the door was opened! 

21. Those individuals who truly desire access …and enliven access have an 
awarefully realized relationship with access …and know how to access access! Those who 
recognize access awareness for what it is …and thereafter live and life in that 
realization much of the time …and frequently live in the fullness of access are 
visionaries! …while those seeking to access access are visionarees! [Book 30] 

22. As you continue as an awareful visionaree, in the beginning, each new access-
experience is exciting and intriguing! …which will continue and become extraordinary 
…and beyond extraordinary! …however, with extended access-experiences, these 
emotions will settle down to be rich and comforting! …and only at times will access be 
extraordinary again! 

23. When you follow this pattern, do not feel you are losing access, for actually, in 
this, the way of access is becoming naturally and self-evidentingly your way! 

24. However you access access, you must create the light and vision beyond what you 
have ever experienced before! …and that is the source of your excitement …and feelings 
of extraordinariness! …for access is less of an experience and more the awareness and 
realization to create and fulfill the experience you desire …as you desire it! 
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25. Enough of living your experiences! …and living them over and over through 

memories! Access takes you beyond what you have experienced before! 
26. Be careful not to limit or destroy access with language! …actually, that is why 

many teachers will tell you not to speak of their teachings …lest you limit or destroy that 
experience with language! …or imprint it falsely or improperly in memories, …while 
visionaries will suggest you use language to describe your experience! [Book 2] …and 
describe it frequently …so it can be expanded again and again! …and if expanded access 
is put into memories for instant recall and use, that’s quite all right! 

27. Teachers have declared for centuries that unseen matters cannot be expressed in 
words …and that is certainly true, but you can use words to clearly describe [Book 2] 
the experience, …otherwise, access would serve no purpose [Book 14] and offer no 
promise! [Book 9] 

28. Access does not speak a separate or different language of access! …access is 
available in your language and way of life! …for you to describe and apply! …and for 
you to describe using self-sufficient words [Book 2] for others to understand. 

29. If you have access actively in your life …flaunt it! …but do so honestly, …so 
others can visualize and experience access through you, …of course, many people will 
reject you! …and even doubt your sanity and veracity, …therefore, only describe what 
you are obviously making real in your life! In all of this, you and your actions …and 
your descriptions of access will probably be accepted only by a few, …so don’t let this be 
an issue [Book 35] 

30. Whatever you decide about openly and actively lifeing access …and, as a 
visionary, clearly representing and offering access to others [Book 30], do not live 
separate and apart from the world …for to have access, you must be access and offer 
access. 

31. Remember, access is not an inner-access …it surrounds you! …inner-access is 
false! …and not to be lived or relied on! Do not keep your access light hidden! …and 
never let it be exhausted. [3C48] 

32. Visionaries always share their access in self-sufficient expressions and practical 
ways! …even with those who are skeptical …and with those who reject them! …they do 
not wait only for those who recognize and understand access, who have the “right” images 
and ways of visualizing access, and for those who have the appropriate desire for access. 

33. Do not expect that if you have truth and light the world will seek you out! …and 
people will beat a path to your door, …for this is not true! …most people will reject you 
…and resent any intrusion into the comfortable darkness of their narrow beliefs and 
ways. 
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34. Whatever discernment of access you have …share it! …but remember, access 

precedes memories …and is beyond knowing based on experience, …therefore, if you are 
sharing memories and experiences, you are not sharing access! 

35. That which you see is composed, experienced, and remembered, …while that which 
you visualize and access …you have never composed or experienced before! …therefore, 
living in communion with access is a rebirth to a new and different self and life …never 
perceived before! …such that you may even want to change your name to signify this 
rebirth! …but a new name should not signify the death of your old ways …and a birth or 
arising in a new self and life, …for access offers a more-expansive awareness and 
realization of yourself …not transcendence to a “better self or life”! …after all, if you 
cannot “make it” where you are …you won’t make it anywhere you go! 

36. You have guided yourself to the path you are on today! …so do not abandon that 
path or those ways until they are fulfilled, for there is no wrong or erroneous sense of 
self and pathway, there is only a narrow or limited sense of self and life! 
 

Live a more-expansive self and life than experiences and memories! 


